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Abstract

parts of the 4D light-field incident on a camera [9]. However, there has not been a systematic study of whether the
integral-pixels used for compressive sensing are also good
for tasks other than image reconstruction. In this paper we
explore the use of integral-pixels in scenarios with image
motion, both for the estimation of image motion and the reconstruction of translating images. Motion is an especially
important concept for integral-pixels, because they capture
light over a large region and therefore offer the potential
for constructing cameras that operate at higher frame rates
and/or with lower pixel noise.
The major contribution of this paper is an exposition
of the interaction between image motion and integral-pixel
measurements. Our first contribution is an illustration of
how to estimate translational motion for arbitrary integralpixel cameras. Second, we designed and built a novel camera where each pixel integrates over variously oriented, long
narrow receptive fields, and show that this camera is effective at estimating translations with relatively few integral
measurements compared to standard pixel.
Third, we explicitly consider the relationship of image
motion and compressive sensing models, and show that in
the context of reconstructing translating video, using known
motion and the optic flow constraints offers better reconstructions than other compressive sensing video reconstruction methods that have been proposed. This suggests that
future sensor designs may explicitly include integral-pixels
optimized for estimating motions as well as patterns optimized for reconstructing the image. Finally, we discuss
why it may be difficult to directly approach more general
structure-from-motion problems within the integral-pixel
camera model.

We introduce the integral-pixel camera model, where
measurements integrate over large and potentially overlapping parts of the visual field. This models a wide variety of
novel camera designs, including omnidirectional cameras,
compressive sensing cameras, and novel programmablepixel imaging chips. We explore the relationship of integralpixel measurements with image motion and find (a) that direct motion estimation using integral-pixels is possible and
in some cases quite good, (b) standard compressive-sensing
reconstructions are not good for estimating motion, and (c)
when we design image reconstruction algorithms that explicitly reason about image motion, they outperform standard compressive-sensing video reconstruction. We show
experimental results for a variety of simulated cases, and
have preliminary results showing a prototype camera with
integral-pixels whose design makes direct motion estimation possible.

1. Introduction
Novel camera designs are sampling the visual environment in ways significantly different from standard pinhole
cameras. Recently, the interest in compressive sensing has
led to camera system designs based on measurements that
sum the light captured over arbitrarily shaped and highly
overlapping parts of the visual field. A camera which simultaneously captures many such measurements, which we call
an integral-pixel camera, is a useful addition to the toolbox
of a vision system designer because it offers new trade-offs
in terms of constraints on sensor hardware design.
These integral-pixel cameras are currently being explored within the context of compressive sensing (which
implies a specific constraint on the sampling of different
pixels), with the goal of reconstructing high resolution representations of a scene with significantly fewer measurements. Successes in this domain include the ability to make
images in wavelengths for which it is expensive to make
each light sensitive element [8], or to approximate large

1.1. Related Work
Within the vision community, recent work in novel
camera design has mostly focused on omnidirectional and
panoramic cameras. Describing the imaging geometry of
such cameras is usually done by first defining whether all
the rays imaged by the camera pass through a single point
(a central projection camera) or not. For central projection
1

cameras, the calibration specifies the mapping between image pixels and rays in space. For non-central projection
cameras, this mapping must include both the direction of
the ray and some point along that ray, often specified in
terms of caustics.
Although this was mostly ignored in the subsequent
work, the initial raxel model of generalized camera geometry [11] models both the direction of the ray, and the point
spread function of the camera. Even point source of light
may illuminate a small region of pixels—conversely, light
measured at a pixel may actually come from a collection
of rays in the neighborhood if the dominant raxel direction. Recently the cone-pixel model [7] was presented to
model omnidirectional cameras with spatially-varying sampling. They present methods for calibration and motion estimation based on the geometric constraints defined by the
intersection of cones from two views.
In contrast to work on ray-based camera models, much
recent camera design work considers alternatives to sampling the scene by focusing on measurements that do not
correspond to a simple ray or cone of the visual space. This
includes capturing an image using time-coded shutters [15],
coded combinations of location and wavelength [17], and
compressive sensing [3, 8, 5]. Other work includes the use
of coded apertures [16, 13].
These approaches seek to reconstruct approximations of
the (image, hyper-spectral data cube, or light-field) as if
they were sampled by a regular pixel grid. Although two
papers very recently consider the problem of independent
motion detection [4], and reconstructing multiple frames of
a video [14], both focus on reconstructing the difference images or the video frames rather than estimating the frameto-frame motion.
A number of unique camera designs have been created
to sample the 4D light-field. The random lens imaging
camera [9], places an array of randomly oriented mirrors in
the optical path so that each pixel samples a “random” (but
known) ray of the local 4D light-field. One of the earliest
works [1] to directly capture the 4D light-field used a similar camera design to ours with an additional lens in front
of the lenticular array. In their work they use the lenticular
array as a set of lenses so that each pixel samples a different
part of the 4D light-field. Our work uses the lenticular array
as a diffuser to integrate across a set of viewing directions.

2. The Integral-Pixel Imaging Model
We define the integral-pixel imaging model in relation
to a standard ray-based camera model. Let I(r) be the
response of a standard camera at particular ray/pixel r.
Within the more general integral-pixel imaging model, we
consider a camera whose pixels capture an integral of an
arbitrary, non-negatively weighted, region of the imaging
sphere. That is, each pixel pi measures an intensity equal

to:
ˆ i) =
I(p

ZZ
I(r)wi (r)dr,

(1)

where wi (r) is a weighting function, with values ranging
from zero to one, that describes how pixel i samples the
view sphere. For the traditional compact pixel model wi (r)
is non-zero in a small region (generally less than a few pixel
widths). For an integral pixel camera weight functions need
only have compact support (i.e. vanish at infinity).
The remainder of this paper explores the relationship between motion estimation and integral-pixel cameras. The
next section describes a method for directly estimating motion parameters using measurements from an integral-pixel
camera.

3. Direct Motion Estimation with IntegralPixels
We describe how to extend the Lucas-Kanade motion estimation method to work for integral-pixel cameras. This
section addresses the case of translational motion; Section 7
discusses issues with extending to richer motion models.
Suppose we have translational motion of a frontoparallel plane. The intensity of point on that plane (x,y)
at time t is expressed as I(x, y, t), and this plane is undergoing a translation motion (u,v), such that at all locations
x,y:
I(x, y, t) = I(x + u, y + v, t + 1).
(2)
When motion is assumed to be constant over the entire image and the brightness constancy assumption applies [12],
the motion parameters (u, v) can be estimated by solving a
linear system. Constraints in the system are generated for
each pixel (x, y) as follows:
− It (x, y) = Ix (x, y)u + Iy (x, y)v,

(3)

where Ix , Iy , It are the spatio-temporal image derivatives.
Now, suppose our measurements of the function I are not
samples of the value at or near a pixel x,y, but rather a more
general spatial sampling of the function. Using the samˆ i ) with respect
pling described in (1), and differentiating I(p
to time we get:
ZZ
δ
I(r)wi (r)dr
(4)
Iˆt (pi ) =
δt
ZZ
=
It (r)wi (r)dr
ZZ
=
−(Ix (r)u + Iy (r)v)wi (r)dr
ZZ
ZZ
=
−u
Ix (r)wi (r)dr − v
Iy (r)wi (r)dr
This seems promising, an estimate of the temporal
derivative Iˆt (pi ) is simple to obtain but, since we are no

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: We constructed an integral-pixel camera using a grid of oriented lenticular arrays. (a) The template for an optimal
tiling pattern. (b) The physical instantiation of the optimal tiling pattern. (c) The prototype video camera using the lenticular
tiling pattern.
longer densely sampling I, we cannot easily estimate Ix or
Iy . However, given that wi is compactly supported, this is
equivalent to:
Iˆt (pi ) =
RR
RR
u I(r)wix (r)dr + v
I(r)wiy (r)dr.
Careful camera design can make it feasible to estimate these
integral terms by, for instance, comparing the response of
two integral-pixels whose weight functions differ only in a
slight shift in the x or y direction. Defining wiδx , wiδy as
such filters, we get:
Iˆt (pi ) =

RR
RR
u
I(r)wi (r)dr +
I(r)wiδx (r)dr

RR
RR
I(r)wi (r)dr +
I(r)wiδy (r) dr,
v
which is now a constraint on u, v based only on integral
measurements. In the next section, which shows the design
and calibration of such a camera, we recognize that because
the weight functions are for a real system pixels and are empirically determined, there may not be an identical but slight
shifted weight function, and for each wi we solve for approximate wiδx , wiδy as a weighted combination of nearby
measurements.

4. A Prototype Camera Design
We constructed an integral-pixel video camera (see Figure 1) using a standard video camera and a grid of lenticular lenses. The lenticular lenses we use consist of an array
of cylindrical magnifying lenses. They are commonly used
to create the illusion of motion or depth on a plane as the
viewpoint changes. We use lenticular lenses because when
viewed in the proper direction they sample interesting integrals1 of the viewing sphere.
1 Cylindrical lenticular lenses measure approximate line integrals perpendicular to the orientation of the cylindrical lenses.

The design consists of lenticular tiles, approximately
1cm2 , at 12 orientations. These tiles are arranged in a regular grid between two plastic adhesives sheets, as shown in
Figure 1b. This assembly is then attached to the front of a
standard video camera. The camera is focused so that the
lenticular array lies exactly at the focal plane, so each pixel
of the camera captures light that passes through a small part
of the lenticular array. Images captured from this camera
are shown in Figure 4.
The tiling pattern was chosen, using an integer linear
solver, so that no orientation was undersampled in the perpendicular direction to the cylindrical lenses. This can be
seen in Figure 1a where, for example, there is red (horizontal) array in each column and an orange (vertical) array in
each row. Each tile is made from a 75 lines-per-inch lenticular sheet—which is small enough that the fraction of the
tile imaged by each pixel covers more than period of the
lenticular repetitions. The ray diagram in Figure 2 shows
how one pixel samples the world.
Each of the 720 × 480 pixels in the video camera now
gives a different integral and, because of the relatively large
size of the tiles compared to the integration area of a single video camera pixel, neighboring pixels have shifted integration patterns. This enables computation of estimates
of the partial derivative of the image measurements needed
for motion estimation using the direct motion estimation
method described in Section 3.

4.1. Calibration
The goal of the calibration step is to solve for the weight
function wi (x) and the partial derivatives of wi (x) for each
pixel in the video camera. By calibrating each pixel we
avoid the issues of barrel distortion in the camera and we
capture any non-uniformity.
To solve for the weight functions wi (x) we placed the
camera so that it was imaging a computer LCD monitor.
We then displayed images on the monitor and captured the

Lenticular
Array

CCD

Traditional Camera
Prototype Camera

Figure 2: A ray diagram of the rays in space (on the far
right) that affect the measurement at a single pixel. This
spread is limited to one plane, in this case, the plane of the
page due to the orientation of the lenticular tile.
corresponding images from the camera. We used a set of
900 simple calibration patterns; an example of the calibration pattern and the corresponding image from the prototype
camera can be seen in Figure 4. For a given pixel solving for
the weight function wi (x) is trivial because of the simplicity of the calibration pattern. Least-squares would suffice
for more general calibration patterns. Although we did not
experience this problem, more general calibration patterns
(with more white pixels) could be helpful if low-light levels
are a problem.
Next we must find a way to estimate the partial derivatives of the measurements obtained from each weight functions wi (x). We can compute the true partial derivatives by
computing the gradients of wi (x). Ideally we would measure the image with this but we cannot because it does not
exist and has negative values; we have to estimate the desired measurement. To obtain an estimate of this partial we
solve for the linear combination of the measurements at pixels near pixel x (we used a 10 × 10 pixel neighborhood) that
best approximate the true partial. Using this method is more
robust than simply subtracting the value of the neighboring
(as proposed in Section 3) because it can account for the
variability due to construction and image distortion.
Figure 4 contains samples of the weight function for
three different video camera pixels. Examples of motion estimation for this camera and using this calibration are given
in Section 6.2. The next section shifts from the problem of
motion estimation to the problem of reconstructing a video
with measurements from an integral-pixel camera.

5. Compressed Sensing Reconstruction with
Known Motion
We consider the problem of reconstructing the video of
a moving scene given integral-pixel measurements from a
camera with known motion. Our algorithm is based on
the compressed sensing image reconstruction framework.
While we describe the algorithm using translational motion, it can be generalized to any motion for which partial

derivatives with respect to the motion parameters can be estimated.
It is well known that a vectorized natural image I can
usually be factored as I = Bc where B is a basis matrix and
c is a sparse vector. Although many choices are possible, it
is common for the basis matrix B to represent a complete
wavelet basis [6] such that each column of B is a single
wavelet.
We describe a set of integral measurements as a matrix
multiplication,
Iˆ = M T Bc,
(5)
where columns of the measurement matrix M correspond to
weight functions in an integral-pixel camera.
Compressed sensing theory states that, subject to technical conditions on M T B, it is possible to accurately estimate the original image with a measurement set of cardinality proportional to the number of non-zero elements in
the sparse image representation c. The important step is to
solve for the sparsest c that satisfies the constraints imposed
by the image measurements. Many methods have been proposed to estimate c, in this work we use a method based
on conjugate-gradient descent [10]. Once the sparse representation c is known reconstructing the image is a simple
matrix multiplication.
In extending the model to video the following
parametrization has been proposed [14]:
Iˆ1 = M1T Bc1
Iˆ2 = M2T Bc2
Here we consider only a two-frame ‘video’ but the model
naturally generalizes to longer sequences of images. Two
methods to perform image reconstruction for this model are
proposed in the previous work. The first is to ignore the
temporal constraints and solve separately for each image.
The second method [14] uses the temporal constraints by
solving simultaneously for both images. This method does
not use the known motion parameters and instead depends
on the temporal image derivative being sparse with respect
to the sparsifying basis B.
Our method uses a differential approximation to constrain the motion between the image pair. This constraint
enables us to reparametrize the problem in terms of a single
sparse vector ĉ:
δx ∂Bĉ δy ∂Bĉ
+
)
Iˆ1 = M1T (Bĉ +
2 ∂x
2 ∂y
δx ∂Bĉ δy ∂Bĉ
−
)
Iˆ2 = M2T (Bĉ −
2 ∂x
2 ∂y

(6)
(7)

The image Bĉ can be considered the image that would have
been between images I1 and I2 . Given known motion parameters δx , δy solving for a sparse ĉ is equivalent to a stan-
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Figure 3: Motion estimation error for several methods. The
method we propose, direct (integral), provides more accurate estimates than the reconstruction-based methods and
requires significantly fewer measurements than the traditional full image method, direct (pixels).
dard compressed sensing problem. The following derivation shows how to convert (6) into the same form as (5):

The plot in Figure 3 shows the average error in the
motion estimate as the number of image measurements
changes (this number is fixed at 2 × 64 × 64 for the pixels method). The compressed-sensing reconstruction methods used unconstrained Gaussian random matrices. The
integral-pixel method used constrained matrices with one
third of the measurements being random Gaussian and the
remainder corresponding to x- and y- derivative measurements. For each experiment the same measurement matrix
was used for both images.
The results show that estimating image motion directly
from integral measurements (direct (integral)) gives substantially more accurate estimates than the reconstruction
based methods using the same number of measurements.
The direct methods are also significantly more computationally efficient (in our experiments on average 500 times
faster). This highlights that compressed-sensing style measurements and the associated reconstruction methods are
not ideally suited for motion estimation.

6.2. Motion Estimation for the Prototype Camera

6. Experiments

We tested translational motion estimation for the prototype camera described in Section 4. We used three videos
with the same pattern moving at a constant velocity to the
right. Figure 4 shows an example frame from the test videos
and a frame from the prototype camera (the integral measurements). To obtain measurements we used the same
setup as the calibration case.
Figure 4 shows motion estimation results from our prototype camera. Each point represents a motion estimate for a
given frame. The method gives consistent motion estimates
for the three different motions. These results demonstrate
the possibility of obtaining an estimate of motion using our
prototype camera. We attribute the uncertainty in the motion estimates to the limited resolution of our calibration
routine. Increasing this resolution would significantly increase the accuracy of these estimates.

6.1. Comparing Direct and Reconstruction-based
Motion Estimation

6.3. Compressed Sensing Reconstruction with
Known Motion

We evaluated four image motion estimation methods:
Lucas-Kanade translation estimation on the original images, our integral-pixel method, and two compressed sensing based methods. The compressed sensing methods first
reconstructed the images (see the previous section for further details) and then estimated motion using the LucasKanade method.
To construct the evaluation image set, single images
were chosen randomly from the Middlebury optical flow
evaluation dataset [2] and resized to 64 × 64 pixels. From
each image a second image was generated by applying a
small translation t (selected UAR such that ktk∞ < 1
pixel).

We evaluated image reconstruction methods using the
image set used in the known motion experiment in Section 6.1. The methods compared are our proposed method,
a standard compressed sensing reconstruction method, and
a multi-frame compressed sensing method [14].
Image measurements were random Gaussian noise matrices and each image was sampled with a unique matrix.
The x-axis of the plot shows the total number of measurements. For a sparsifying basis B we used the Daubechies
wavelet basis [6]. Optimization for all methods was performed using GPSR [10], a fast gradient-projection based
method. All methods required roughly the same time to
complete.

δy ∂B
δx ∂B
+
)ĉ
Iˆ1 = M1T (B +
2 ∂x
2 ∂y
Iˆ1 = M1T B̂ĉ
The advantage of our method is that the reconstruction
algorithm uses the same number of measurements (constraints on the solution) but has fewer non-zero terms to estimate (the sparse vector ĉ has roughly half the number of
non-zero elements as in the pair of sparse vectors c1 , c2 in
the original parametrization). Experimental results in Section 6.3 show that this method gives more accurate image
reconstructions with fewer measurements than the previous
work.
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Figure 4: (a) Frames from the calibration (top) and translational motion test video (bottom). The original images are at the left
and the corresponding images captured by our prototype camera (shown in Figure 1) are at right. (b) Weight functions wi (r)
solved for during calibration for three different pixels from our prototype camera. (c) Motion estimation results obtained
using our prototype camera. Each point corresponds to the estimate for a frame of a video with constant motion to the right
(different colors/colors correspond to different temporal subsamplings of the video).
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Figure 5: Image reconstruction error using known motion (KM) gives lower error reconstructions with significantly fewer
measurements than traditional single-frame and multi-frame (MF) reconstructions.
The results in Figure 5 show that reconstruction using
known motion gives significantly lower reconstruction error. For example, we can achieve the same error level with
either 600 measurements with known motion or approximately 1200 measurements with other methods. Perhaps
the most surprising result is the lack of improvement from
the multi-frame compressed sensing reconstruction [14].
We conjecture that the multi-frame method is unable to account for image shifts. Previous results using the method
were only demonstrated using a static scene with small
moving objects.

7. Discussion—Challenges in Approaching
Full Structure-from-Motion

Given that we have found structured integral-pixel measurements which are better at estimating motion than typical pixels or typical compressive sensing approaches, it is
natural to ask what sampling strategy may be effective for
computing more complicated image motions, such as affine,
general-linear, or projections of arbitrary rigid 3D motions.
Some of the challenges are visible directly in the affine
case. Assuming affine camera motion and starting from (4)

pixel

Gaussian

line

range was decreased quadratically from 256 at the bottom
of the image to zero at the top.
We compare three different weight functions: a Dirac
weight function (pixels), a line integral, and an oriented
Gaussian. Each trial used 50 integral measurements of
a given type at different locations and orientations. We
assume that the weight functions, wi (x), and the partial
Figure 6: Examples of the filters used to generate measurederivatives of these measurements with respect to the moments for Figure 7.
tion parameters are known. We used these measurements
and the ray approximation to estimate motion using our direct motion estimation method (see Section 3).
we have:
Figure 7 shows errors in estimating motion parameters
ZZ
for
the three weight functions. In each plot, the points corˆ
It (pi ) = −
(Ix (r)(ax+by+c)+Iy (r)(dx+ey+f ))wi (r) dr
respond to the difference between the ground truth motion
(8)
and the estimated motion for a single affine motion paramThe issue is that there is no way, in general, to measure or
eter. The ellipses represent the one standard deviation isoestimate any of the four quantities with form similar to:
contour of the errors. The results highlight several aspects
ZZ
of the performance characteristics of motion estimation usx(r)Ix (r)wi (r) dr
(9)
ing integral-pixels. First, despite the ray approximation the
oriented Gaussian blobs outperform single pixel measureThe difficulty arises because of the x(r) and y(r) inside
ments in all cases. Second, for the case of scale motion and
the integral. This issue is not present in when using comthe lines measurements the error for the y component of the
pact pixels because it is reasonable to assume that x(r) and
motion has greater error than the x component. This is due
y(r) are known and constant over the region where wi is
to the nonuniformity of contrast in the y direction. Third,
non-zero. If x(r) and y(r) are constant they can be moved
the lines measurements are very accurate for the translation
outside the integral leaving an integral that is easy to meacase. The lines measurements are accurate, in part, because
sure or approximate.
for the translation case the ray approximation is unnecessary.
7.1. The Ray Approximation
These results show that the ray approximation is not suitable for general motion estimation for integral-pixel camFor integral-pixels and affine motion a key difficulty is
eras. Hence, for an interesting and important class of new
in estimating (9). A solution to this issue is to use the
physical camera designs existing ray-based camera models
center-of-mass
of
the
filter
as
an
estimate,
more
specifically
RR
RR
do not accurately describe the relationship between motion
xi =
x(r)wi (r) dr/ wi (r) RR
dr and similarly for yi .
and image measurements.
This allows equations
for
the
form
x(r)I
(r)w
(r)
dr
to
x
i
RR
be rewritten as xi
Ix (r)wi (r) dr. Using this approxima8. Conclusion
tion we can now construct the linear system of equations
needed to solve for the motion parameters. This reduces the
We have presented a novel imaging model, the integralcamera model to a ray-based camera model. The next secpixel model, that accurately describes a new and important
tion explores the implications of this approximation on the
class of cameras. We have demonstrated through simulaaccuracy of motion parameter estimates.
tions that for simple motion estimation tasks, integral-pixels

7.2. Evaluating the Ray Approximation for Motion
Estimation
To evaluate the impact of the ray approximation we conducted a simulation study. For the study, we constructed
two sets images from a single base image from the Middlebury optical flow evaluation dataset [2]. The first set consists of the base image and a set of the base images subject
to known small affine deformation. Motions were selected
uniformly at random such that the deformation was less than
two pixels at the corners of the 160×120 image. The second
set of image pairs was constructed by modifying the contrast of the first set. Specifically, the maximum brightness

can provide better motion estimation that the same number
of standard pixels. We developed a prototype camera where
each pixel optically integrates light from large regions of
the view sphere, and have shown that we can calibrate this
camera sufficiently to estimate simple motions. We have
also shown that inclusion of known motion into the compressed sensing framework can improve the quality of video
reconstruction.
This paper explored the relationship between scene motion and the measurements made by integral-pixel cameras. We demonstrated theoretically and empirically that
ray-based models cannot accurately describe this relationship for integral-pixel cameras. We believe the integral-
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Figure 7: Estimation error for simulations using three types of weight functions and two different images. See Figure 6 for
examples of the corresponding filters. The first, unsurprising, observation is that using traditional single-pixel measurements
is less accurate than using elongated Gaussian measurements. Apparently the elongation was not sufficient to cause the ray
approximation to bias the motion estimate. Using lines measurements results in very accurate translational motion estimation
but inaccurate scale estimation (especially in the non-uniform contrast case).
pixel model is important and furthering our understanding
the relationship between this model and motion is an important area of future work.
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